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Abstract
The acoustic coupling between the injection system and the acoustic fluctuations in liquid rocket engine combustion
chambers is an important issue in the understanding of the thermo-acoustic instability phenomenon. This paper
presents results of a large parametric investigation of a two-phase injection system acoustic response, to the excitation
produced by a high-amplitude transverse acoustic field forced into a main resonant cavity. Two domes, one for the gas
and one for the liquid, were expressly designed to feed three identical coaxial injectors. Characterization of domes
internal mode shapes were performed by measuring pressure signals at different locations in the domes. Experimental
mode shapes showed good agreement with those predicted by numerical simulations. Acoustic pressure amplitudes
up to 17% of the the one induced in the main cavity can be found in both gas and liquid dome. The maximum acoustic
response is observed in a configuration in which acoustic boundary conditions does not correspond to the maximum
injection system solicitation conditions.
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Introduction
The development of liquid rocket engine propulsion systems
has historically been plagued by the phenomenon of
combustion instabilities (see Yang and Anderson (1995) and
Harrje and Reardon (1972)). Several programs were devoted
to the investigation of this problem and both full-scale and
sub-scale tests were performed (see, for example, Oefelein
and Yang (1993), Fisher et al. (1995)). Hot fire tests indicate
that, among the different types of combustion instabilities,
high-frequency transverse instabilities are considered as the
most harmful for liquid rocket engines operations.
Although many years of research have been dedicated
to solving the problem there is still a lack of knowledge.
The main problem comes from the numerous involved
processes and sub-processes as well as from the complexity
of their potential interactions. Combustion in liquid rocket
engines is never perfectly steady and fluctuations of
pressure, temperature and velocity are always present.
Because the sub-processes that occur in between the
injection and chemical reactions are dependent on the
combustion chamber pressure and aerodynamics, a feedback
mechanism able to amplify combustion chamber natural
acoustic modes is often encountered (Hutt and Rocker
(1995)). The feedback mechanisms are commonly sub-
classified into intrinsic and injection-coupled mechanisms.
The intrinsic mechanism implies that only the processes
taking place after propellant injection, are responsible
for the chamber pressure fluctuation amplification. In the
injection-coupled mechanism the acoustic fluctuations in the
combustion chamber interact with the natural frequencies
of the feeding system, causing flow rate fluctuations which
give a significant contribution to the acoustic pressure
amplification. It is thus clear that the feeding system design,
in particular that of the injector elements, represents a key
element for the stability of rocket engines.
This paper focuses on the interaction between the injection
system and acoustic transverse fluctuations present in the
chamber. The injection system is composed of three coaxial
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injectors and of two feeding domes, one for the gas
and one for the liquid. The acoustic field is forced in a
semi-open resonant cavity by 4 compression drivers. A
parametric investigation is performed in order to characterize
the sensitivity of the injection system to some of its key
geometrical features.
It will be shown that the injection system response is
strongly affected by the position of the injectors along the
acoustic axis, by the size of the domes and by the dimensions
of the connections between domes and injectors. A part of the
experimental results is compared with numerical simulations
performed with COMSOL Multiphysics R© Software. The
software was also used in the design process of the two
injection domes. Some key aspects of the design procedure
is discussed hereafter.
Experimental set-up
The experimental set-up is composed of an acoustic semi-
open resonant cavity with two parallel and vertical steel
plates, and a roof and floor made of PVC. A pair of
compression drivers Beyma CP850Nd is placed on each
vertical plate to excite the 2nd transverse mode of the cavity.
In the reference frame ~x is the horizontal direction parallel to
the cavity walls; ~y the direction perpendicular to the walls
and aligned with the acoustic axis, a.a.; ~z is the vertical
descending direction. Acoustic pressure up to 174 dB can
be reached in the cavity at a frequency of 1 kHz.
This experimental set-up was previously used to
characterize the influence of the acoustic field on the
atomization process by using 1 to 3 identical coaxial
liquid/gas injectors, fed by independent lines (see Baillot
et al. (2009) and Ficuciello et al. (2015)). Water and air
were used as working fluids.
Here, the injection system has been modified by
implementing two feeding domes, in order to link the three
injectors. The entire system is conceived in a way that a large
number of design parameters can be modified to investigate
their influence on the acoustic coupling. In addition to them,
the injection conditions and the position of the injection
system along the acoustic axis, are also considered. Domes’
parameters will be discussed below. Pressure signals are
recorded at different locations in the main cavity and in
the two injection domes. The entire set-up is placed in an
acoustically isolated room.
A LabVIEW interface and a NI cDAQ module are used
to manage the experiments. A dedicated software has been
developed to automate the generation and the acquisition of
Figure 1. Gas dome GD (left side) and liquid dome LD (right
side) internal domains considered in the numerical simulations.
the acoustic signals and to synchronize images acquisition
when they are needed.
Domes’ characteristics
The design of the two injection domes has been performed by
taking into account the geometry of the three injector bodies
that were already available. This fixed some constrains in
terms of dome geometry. A numerical parametric analysis
has been performed with the acoustic module COMSOL
Multiphysics R© in order to determine the best configurations.
Figure 1 shows the final internal domes domains considered
in the simulations. The shape and the size of each dome
have been selected in order to have eigenfrequencies, fm,n,p
close to the frequency of the acoustic field forced in the main
cavity, e.g. 1 kHz. Here m, n and p indicate the number of
nodes respectively in the direction x, y and z.
The gas dome GD (left side in Figure 1) presents a
rectangular section and encloses a part of the three injector
bodies. The link between an injector and the dome is ensured
by two diametrically opposite holes drilled in the injector
body. The diameter of these holes dor can be changed by
replacing the internal insert. The length LGD and the height
HGD of the dome have been fixed as simulations indicated
that the width WGD of the dome was the parameter that
mostly affected the resonant modes of interest. Thus, two
pistons have been placed on the vertical boundary surfaces
in order to vary the dome size WGD. The smallest gas dome
volume will be indicated in the following as GD0 and the
biggest one as GD8.
The mode shapes of the three GD eigenfrequencies closer
to 1 kHz, as predicted by the simulations, are represented in
Figure 2. Characterization of numerical mode shapes is given
as function of reduced coordinates: x˜g = x/WmaxGD , y˜g =
y/LGD and z˜g = z/HGD. The numerical acoustic pressure
distributions along x˜g and y˜g are also reported in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Gas dome mode-shapes obtained with COMSOL
Multiphysics R© and absolute acoustic pressure distribution w.r.t.
x˜g = x/GD8 and y˜g = y/LGD for • GD0; ◦ GD4 and C GD8
(dor = 1.125).
Figure 3. Gas dome eigenfrequencies as function of dome size
(dor = 1.125).
The influence of the dome size on the mode frequencies is
indicated in Figure 3.
Calculations indicate that eigenfrequency associated with
mode GD-A increases from 950 to 1005 Hz by increasing the
dome size. Numerical acoustic pressure distributions indicate
that all points are in-phase in any vertical planes x˜g z˜g and
that acoustic pressure amplitudes are slightly arched (z˜g =
z/HGD). The vertical symmetry plane y˜ = 0 is the nodal
plane (f0,1,0). Increasing the dome size decreases acoustic
pressure amplitudes.
Mode GD-B presents a spatial structure similar to GD-A
along the x˜g axis. In the horizontal plane x˜g y˜g two nodal
lines parallel to x˜g are identified, f0,2,0. Increasing the dome
size leads to a quasi-constant associated eigenfrequency,
ranging between 1040 and 1050 Hz while the acoustic
pressure amplitude decreases.
The third mode, named GD-C changes its shape as the
dome size is increased. For dome sizes smaller than GD6,
all points in the dome cavity are in phase and the dome acts
as an Helmholtz resonator (f0,0,0). For dome sizes larger
than GD6 two nodal lines appear in the direction parallel to
y˜g (f2,0,0). In the x˜g direction, acoustic pressure amplitudes
measured at the dome extremities, are of the same order of
magnitude of those observed for GD0. Increasing the dome
size produces an associated eigenfrequency which decreases
from 1100 Hz to roughly 1040 Hz.
The liquid dome LD (right side in Figure 1) has a
cylindrical geometry. The diameter of the dome dLD is fixed
in this analysis, while its length LLD can be varied by means
of two pistons. The smallest liquid dome volume is indicated
in the following as LD0 while the biggest one as LD2.
The dome is connected to the injectors by three connection
junctions. The length Lj and the diameter dj of the junctions
are two adjustable parameters. In Figure 1, D indicates the
distance between two successive injection axes.
Figure 4 represents two eigenmodes predicted by the
simulations. Reduced coordinates considered for the liquid
mode characterization are: x˜l = x/dLD, y˜l = y/LLD and
z˜l = z/dLD. Numerical along with the acoustic pressure
distribution in the y˜l direction. Their corresponding
eigenfrequencies are shown in Figure 5 as functions of the
liquid dome size. The eigenfrequency associated to mode
LD-A is around 1000 Hz for all dome sizes. If the eigenmode
is excited all points are in-phase (f0,0,0). Mode LD-B is
reported here even if its corresponding eigenfrequency is
around 3500 Hz, because its spatial structure indicates the
presence of a pressure node at the central injector whilst
the two domes extremities oscillate out-of-phase. Such a
mode shape is used in the following to interpret experimental
results.
The entire injection system assembly is shown in Figure
6 along with the main cavity. Three different configurations
are shown:
• IPI - The central injector exit is placed at the
pressure anti-node (PAN) where acoustic pressure
level is maximum and the two lateral ones at two
intensity anti-nodes (IAN). The three injectors’ exits
are submitted to in-phase cavity pressure fluctuations.
The intensity anti-node is defined as the location where
the product between the acoustic pressure and velocity
fluctuations is maximum in the cavity;
• PIV - injectors’ exits are submitted to different
excitation conditions: velocity (VAN), intensity (IAN)
and pressure anti-node (PAN) respectively;
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Figure 4. Gas dome mode-shapes obtained with COMSOL
Multiphysics R© and absolut acoustic pressure distribution w.r.t.
y˜l = y/LGD for • LD0; ◦ LD1 and C LD2 (Lj = 0.548,
dj = 0.67).
Figure 5. Liquid dome eigenfrequencies as function of dome
size (Lj = 0.548, dj = 0.67).
• IVI - The central injector exit is placed at the velocity
anti-node (VAN) and the two lateral ones at two
intensity anti-nodes (IAN), oscillating out-of-phase
(non-symmetric excitation conditions).
The ability to change the size of the two domes, the kind of
connections and the position of the injection system along the
acoustic axis direction, provides a unique capacity of testing
several resonant and coupling conditions with the same test
bench.
Up to 4 pressure transducers (PCB 106B) can be placed
on the gas dome at the same time in order to characterize
its acoustic response (see Figure 7). The liquid dome is
provided with two pressure transducers PCB 113B28, which
are flush-mounted inside the pistons. A reference pressure is
also measured in the main cavity at PAN.
Results and discussion
All tests have been performed by forcing the 2nd transverse
cavity mode at a frequency of 1 kHz; the maximum
available acoustic pressure level corresponds to an amplitude
Figure 6. Scheme of the injection system placed on the main
cavity roof according to three test configurations.
Figure 7. Schematic representation of pressure transducer
locations in the gas dome (left side) and in the liquid dome (rigth
side). Pressure transducers are represented in yellow.
of 12 kPa. Results indicate that both gas and liquid
domes are sensitive to acoustic coupling; the maximum
acoustic pressure fluctuation is 2000 Pa (160 dB), which
corresponds to 17% of the acoustic pressure level in the main
cavity at the pressure anti-node.
Acoustic response of the gas dome
A total of 180 test configurations were investigated to
characterize the acoustic response of the gas dome ,
combining:
• five dome sizes indicated as: GD0, GD2, GD4, GD6
and GD8, with GD0 representing the smallest dome
volume and GD8 the biggest one;
• three injector connection diameters (scaled with the
outer injector exit diameter): dor = 0.375, dor = 0.75
and dor = 1.125;
• four air mass flow rates (scaled with the biggest mass
flow rate): m˜air = 0, m˜air = 0.4, m˜air = 0.7 and
m˜air = 1;
• three spatial configurations of the injection system
with respect to the acoustic axis (see Figure 6).
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For all the considered configurations, results indicate that
the injection system response is strongly affected by the
acoustic boundary conditions at the injectors’ outlets and by
the design parameters. Figures 8 and 9 show the acoustic
pressure amplitude measured with the pressure transducers
inside the dome, while Figure 10 summarizes pressure
transducers phase-shifts.
In all the configurations the acoustic level measured in
the dome decreases roughly linearly with the dome size and
with the mass flow rate. A decrease of the acoustic pressure
amplitude is also observed by decreasing the orifice diameter
dor.
The IVI configuration manifests the strongest acoustic
response. A maximum of 2800 Pa is measured without any
flow rate. Increasing the mass flow rate decreases the dome
acoustic response. For the maximum flow rate considered
here (m˜air = 1) the acoustic pressure fluctuation amplitude
reaches 2000 Pa, namely 17% of the acoustic pressure
fluctuation amplitude imposed in the main cavity at the
pressure anti-node. The intensity of the acoustic response of
the injection system attains a maximum of 1600 Pa and 800
Pa at PIV and IPI respectively.
Influence of dor on the acoustic coupling between the
main cavity and GD is also noticed in the phase-shift of the
PTl0 signal with the signal of PTc0, PTr0 or PTl1 as well as
PTref signal from the transducer placed in the main cavity at
PAN. For the IVI configuration with dor = 0.75 the phase-
shifts are independent of the dome size. With dor = 1.125
acoustic coupling is facilitated and the phase-shift between
PTl0 and PTref varies continuously with the dome size.
Since the change in the dome size modifies the internal mode
shapes, the phase-shift between two spatially fixed point is
affected. On the contrary, in the presence of a small diameter
(dor = 0.75) boundary conditions near the orifice are not far
from those given by a wall condition; thus, measurement
at PTl0 does not vary with GD size. In this configuration
(IVI) the mode shapes established in each cavity are
independent and thus phase-shift between PTl0 and PTref
is maintained fixed. Pressure fluctuations in the injection
exit plane are out-of-phase at the two lateral injectors. This
acoustic boundary conditions should excite the eigenmode
GD-A of the gas dome revealed by the simulations; this
is confirmed experimentally. The mode shape structure is
well established: PTl0 and PTr0 are always out-of-phase
while PTl0 and PTl1 are in-phase whatever the dome
size. The three pressure transducers signals have the same
acoustic pressure fluctuation amplitudes, which are always
higher than the one of PTc0. As observed for the phase-
shift between the acoustic cavity and the gas dome, for
Figure 8. Acoustic response of the gas dome as a function of
the dome size for the three connections diameters at: (a) IVI,
m˜air = 0 and (b) IVI, m˜air = 1.
an orifice connection diameter of dor = 1.125 the phase-
shift inside the gas dome, i.e. between PTl0 and PTc0
varies between 45◦ and 90◦, due to the modification of the
dome internal mode shapes. For a smaller orifice diameter
(dor = 0.75) PTl0 and PTc0 are always in quadrature.
Pressure transducers PTl2 and PTl3 provide complementary
information on the acoustic pressure distribution inside the
dome, giving the acoustic pressure amplitude in front of
the piston for GD4 and GD8 respectively. Their acoustic
pressure amplitudes are lower than PTl0 confirming that
by increasing the dome size the acoustic pressure level
decreases, which is in agreement with calculation relative to
mode GD-A presented in Figure 2.
For the PIV configuration the dome is submitted to the
larger pressure fluctuation range, due to the presence, at the
injectors exit, of a pressure and a velocity anti-nodes (see
Figure 6). In the vicinity of the velocity anti-node phase-shift
is expected to vary continuously from −pi to +pi (see Figure
2 mode GD-A) (Baillot and Lespinasse (2014)). Thus the
phase difference between velocity and intensity anti-nodes
is not expected to remains null. Measurements are thus very
sensitive to the position of the pressure transducers, which
causes the phase-shifts of PTl0 with PTc0, PTr0 or PTref to
Prepared using sagej.cls
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Figure 9. Acoustic response of the gas dome as a function of
the dome size for the three connections diameters at: (a) PIV,
m˜air = 1 and (b) IPI, m˜air = 1.
vary with the dome size for both dor = 0.75 and dor = 1.125
(see Figure 10(b)). The acoustic pressure fluctuations at any
point in the dome decreases by increasing its size, which is
in agreement with calculation of Figure 2.
The IPI configuration is centred in the cavity, thus, the
three injectors are submitted to the maximum and in-phase
acoustic solicitation, i.e. ≈12 kPa. This kind of solicitation
facilitates the establishment of the GD-C mode (see Figure
2 mode GD-C). This is confirmed experimentally by in-
phase (see Figure 10(c)) and same amplitude (see Figure 9)
pressure signals in the dome. For dor = 0.75 phase-shifts
are independent from the dome size while for dor = 1.125
they slightly change by increasing the dome size. This slight
change is due to the fact that the mode shape changes in
this case. Indeed, simulations indicate that, when dome size
is increased, the eigenmode changes its mode shape (see
Figure 2 mode GD-C). A good agreement between pressure
amplitudes measured by PTl1, PTl2 and PTl3 and predicted
by simulations is shown in Figure 11. Simulations are made
by considering the main cavity and gas dome simultaneously.
Numerical curves are scaled by the maximum experimental
value, indicated as Ai in the figure. The appearance of the
nodal line is clearly visible at GD8. Contrary to what is
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 10. Experimental phase-shifts between the PTl0 signal
and PTc0, PTr0, PTl1 and PTref signals as functions of the
dome size, for dor = 0.75 (left side) and dor = 1.125 (rigth
side) at: (a) IVI, (b) PIV and (c) IPI.
observed in the two other configurations, an increasing in
the dome size at IPI does not induce a decrease of acoustic
pressure fluctuation amplitudes in all points. Indeed, pressure
amplitude measured with PTl3 at GD8 is higher than the
one measured by PTl0 at GD0, due to the mode shape
veering. Acoustic pressure amplitudes detected in the dome
are always lower than 800 Pa, which corresponds to 6.7%
of the acoustic pressure amplitude imposed in the main
cavity at PAN. However, even if the cavity acoustic pressure
amplitudes are maximum at IPI the response of the dome
in this configuration is always lower than the two other
cases. The fact that the maximum acoustic response in the
dome does not correspond to the maximum acoustic pressure
fluctuations in the cavity confirms that an acoustic coupling
mechanism is established.
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Figure 11. Numerical acoustic pressure amplitude, along the
gas dome width compared to experimental measurements
(each curve is scaled by the maximum value Ai, with i  (1, 3)).
The acoustic response of the gas dome strongly depends
on the considered parameters and the dependence on such
parameters has a unique tendency. For all configurations, the
acoustic coupling between the dome and the main cavity
is discouraged by increasing the mass flow rate, the dome
size and by decreasing the connection diameters. The only
exception is represented by IPI. In this latter configuration
acoustic pressure amplitudes measured in the dome decrease
with the dome size until GD6; for a further increment of the
dome size the acoustic pressure amplitude measured in GD
increases. By changing the position of the dome with respect
to the acoustic axis, different excitation conditions are
imposed to the injection system and consequently different
mode shapes are excited into the injection dome. Mode
shapes observed experimentally are in agreement with the
numerical simulations.
Acoustic response of the liquid dome
For the investigation of the acoustic response of the liquid
dome a total of 60 test cases has been performed, combining:
• five dome sizes, named: LD0, LD05, LD1, LD15,
and LD2, with LD0 representing the smallest dome
volume and LD2 the biggest one;
• two injector connection lengths (scaled with the
injector length): Lj = 0.387, Lj = 0.548;
• two injector connection diameters (scaled with the
injector exit diameter): dj = 0.67, dj = 1;
• three spatial configurations of the injection system
with respect to the acoustic axis (see Figure 6).
Figure 12 shows the amplitudes recorded by PTl and PTr
(presented in the sketch of Figure 7) while Figure 13 shows
the phase-shift between their signals. Both quantities are
expressed as functions of the dome size, Lj and dj for the
three spatial configurations considered (IVI, PIV and IPI).
For the IVI configuration the LD acoustic pressure
amplitudes are always lower than 1200 Pa (10% of the
maximum acoustic pressure in the main cavity). Changing
the junction diameter, length or the dome size does not
seem to have an effect on the dome response. The acoustic
pressure signals measured with PTl and PTr are out-of-
phase. The phase-shift between transducers suggests an
acoustic pressure spatial distribution similar to that of the
LD-B mode shape (see Figure 4).
In the PIV configuration the response is more sensitive to
the dome size and the acoustic pressure amplitudes decrease
with the dome size. A peak is measured for LD05: it equals
2000 Pa for the shortest junction length and diminishes to
1200 Pa for the longest one. The phase-shift between the
transducers is in between 40◦ and 120◦ which does not
correspond to those of the simple eigenmodes calculated and
presented in Figure 2.
For the IPI configuration and for Lj = 0.387 acoustic
pressure amplitudes are the lowest and do not exceed 700
Pa. By increasing the junction length (dj = 0.67), a stronger
response of the liquid dome is obtained and two peaks of
1600 Pa and 1250 Pa are observed for LD0 and LD1. For
dj = 1 the two pressure transducers signals are perfectly in-
phase with Lj = 0.387, indicating the possible onset of the
mode LD-A (see Figure 4 mode GD-A), while with Lj =
0.548 the response is more complex. For dj = 0.67 pressure
transducers phase-shift decreases from 100◦ for Lj = 0.387
and 60◦ for Lj = 0.548 to 0◦.
Results indicate that in some conditions the liquid dome
can manifest acoustic pressure fluctuations of the same order
of magnitude of the one observed in the gas dome. The
general tendency is to discourage the acoustic response by
increasing the dome size. However, results indicate that the
LD acoustic response is more complex if compared with
the one observed for the gas dome. A unique dependency
of amplitude fluctuations on the parameters considered here
is difficult to identify.
Conclusion
The acoustic interaction between a high-amplitude trans-
verse acoustic field and an injection system has been inves-
tigated. A large parametric analysis has been performed
and the response of the system has been tested in sev-
eral configurations. The objective of this investigation was
to observe how an injection system could respond to the
acoustic pressure fluctuations coming from an instability
established in a combustion chamber.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 12. Acoustic response of the liquid dome as a function
of the dome size for the three connection lengths at: (a) IVI, (b)
PIV and (c) IPI.
Two injection domes, one for the gas and one for the
liquid, have been expressly designed in order to investigate
the acoustic coupling at the forcing frequency of 1kHz. The
two domes were used to feed three coaxial injectors similar
to those used in liquid rocket engines applications.
By changing the position along the acoustic axis, different
excitation conditions are imposed to the injection system
and thus different mode shapes are excited into the injection
domes. In most of the cases, eigenmode simulations allow
identifying the mode shapes excited experimentally. But in
some cases, the response of the domes, particularly the
liquid dome, is more complex and direct identification is not
possible.
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 13. Experimental phase-shift between the PTl and PTr
signals as function of the dome size and Lj at: (a) IVI, (b) PIV
and (c) IPI.
The response of the injection system is strongly affected
by the acoustic boundary conditions at injector outlets and
by all the geometrical parameters considered here. In all
the configurations, the acoustic coupling between the gas
dome and the main cavity is discouraged by increasing
the mass flow rate, the dome size and by decreasing the
diameter of the connections between the injectors and the
gas dome. The only exception is represented by the IPI
configuration, in which an excessive increase of the dome
size causes an increase of the acoustic response. For the
IVI configuration the boundary conditions imposed at the
injectors exit plane, in terms of acoustic pressure amplitudes
in the main cavity, are lower than those corresponding to PIV
and IPI configurations. However, the gas dome manifests
the strongest acoustic response for this configuration.
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This confirms the establishment of an acoustic coupling
mechanism between the main cavity and the dome.
For what concerns the liquid dome response, the general
tendency is to discourage the acoustic coupling by increasing
its size. The response of LD does not seem to be
strongly sensitive to the parameters studied here for the
IVI configuration. However, the liquid dome manifests a
strong acoustic response in some conditions for PIV and IPI
configurations.
The main conclusion is that both liquid and gas
domes show a strong response to the transverse acoustic
field established in the main cavity. The maximum of
acoustic pressure fluctuation amplitudes attains 17 % of
the amplitudes of the acoustic pressure forced in the main
cavity. In an actual propulsion system, such a high level of
fluctuations in the injection dome could induce strong mass
flow rate fluctuations. In fact, mass flow rate fluctuation can
give a significant contribution to the acoustic fluctuations
amplification in the combustion chamber.
Moreover, the maximum response of the domes is not
observed in the configuration where the injection system is
submitted to the highest acoustic pressure fluctuations of the
cavity (IPI configuration), but mostly where the phase-shift
conditions can excite a particular dome eigenmode, as in the
IVI configuration for the gas dome.
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